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The solvability of the functional equations of communicating Markov decision 
processes is demonstrated by an elementary application of the Brouwer fixed-point 
mapping theorem. The technical assumptions include finite state space and tinite or 
compact action spaces. ( 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The functional equations of undiscounted, stationary, infinite horizon, 
semi-Markovian decision processes (MDPs) are [S, 63 
where Q = { 1, 2,..., N} is the finite state space, K(i) is the finite, nonempty, 
set of actions in state i E Q, and qf, Tf , pi are, respectively, the expected 
immediate reward, mean holding time in state i, and probability the next 
state will be j, if action k is selected upon entry into state i. The data 
parameters satisfy 
- co < qmin d 9” 6 Qmax < co, ieQ, ksK(i), (1.2) 
0 < T,,, < TI‘ d T,,, < co, ien, kEK(i), (1.3) 
i, jE Q, k E K(i), (1.4) 
for some finite parameters qmin, qmax, Tminr T,,,ax. In the finite action-set 
case, these conditions are obviously met if every qf is finite and every Tf is 
strictly positive and finite. 
The desired quantities are the scalar gain rate g and the relative value U, 
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of state i, 1 < i < N. The functional equations ( 1.1) are of interest because if 
they posses a solution pair {g, u}, then g is unique and equals the maximal 
possible expected reward per unit time, and is achieved by any policy 
which employs actions attaining the N maxima on the right side of (1.1). 
[2, Theorem 1; 9, Eq. (26)]. 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate solvability of these 
functional equations under the following communicuting assumption: [ 11 
Let R = i ig R 1 i is recurrent for the transition probability matrix (tpm) 
of some policy in K z X,, r2 K(i)). Then all states in R communicate. That 
is, for each pair i, ,j~ R there exists a policy in K with tpm (say) P, such 
that (P”),, > 0 for some integer n = n(i, ,j). 
This assumption is met if rtlery policy in K has a unichained tpm (unique 
closed irreducible set of states) but is much weaker. It is not the weakest 
possible existence condition (since one could glue together two com- 
municating MDPs which have disjoint state spaces and fortuitously have 
identical gain rates) but it is met in all practical applications of finite-state 
MDPs known to the author. (See [S, 10, 121 for the weakest solvability 
conditions for these functions equations, and see [ 141 for a full charac- 
terization of the solution space for the relative values.) Note that the r part 
of the solution of (1.1) is not unique, since L’ + hl is a solution whenever v 
is, where h is any scalar and 1 is a vector all of whose components are 
unity. Additional freedom in ~1 may exist under the communicating 
assumption; Example 3. 
The existence proof is established by application of the 
BROUWER FIXED-POINT THEOREM [7]. IJ’DEE” is a nonempty, convex, 
closed, bounded set and (f Q: E” + E” is a continuous operator which maps 
D into itse[f; then Q has a ,fixed point on D. 
The specialized choices of D and Q will be given. The present proof has 
the merits of simplicity and of clearly revealing the role of the com- 
municating property. Its easy extension to compact (rather than finite) 
action sets is described in the last section, thereby illustrating the inherent 
simplicity of using the Brouwer approach for existence proofs. An alter- 
native application of the Brouwer approach, for communicating MDPs, is 
given in [4, Theorem 11, but involves a much more complex choice of D. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Data tran:formation. [3, Section 41. 
Introduce a new MDP, with the same state space 52 and action sets K(i), 
i E a, and with new parameters, denoted by a tilde, given by 
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where 6, is the Kronecker delta function and 
O<t<z, 
z0 = min{ Tf;/( 1 - pi) 1 all (i, k) with pf < 1 }. 
Since T,, 2 T,,,, any 0 < 5 < T,,,,, is a possible choice. 
The functional equations for the new MDP are 
with parameters satisfying 
-m<lj min<4f;dqma,xcCC, i E f2, k E K(i), 
where 
p;= 1, ieS2, kEK(i), 











It is easily shown that if {g, u} solves (l.l), then { gz, u} solves (2.5), and 
that if (g, u”} solves (2.5), then {g/r, i?} solves (1.1). Thus (1.1) is solvable if 
and on/y if (2.5) is solvable. Furthermore, for i #j, pi.> 0 if and only if 
pz> 0. Thus the communicating assumption will hold for the new MDP, 
and R = R. Consequently, it s&ices to establish existence of a solution pair 
{g, u’} to th e uric lonal equations (2.5) under the assumptions (2.6), (2.7), f t’ 
(2.8), the communicating assumption, and also satisfying 
pt. > 0, iEf2, kEK(i) (2.9) 
(since j$ > 1 - t/t0 > 0.) The net effect of the data transformation is to per- 
mit us to work with a simpler version of the functional equations with unit 
holding times and strictly positive probabilities of self-transitions. In what 
follows, we shall always work with the simpler version and omit the tildes. 
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Operators 
The following notation will be used. Define operators F, H, and Q, from 
EN into EN, by 
1 
, l<i<N, (2.10) 
Qx, = (Hx), - (Hx), ldi<N, 
with the properties 
F(x + bl) = F(x) + hl, H(x + hl) = H(x) + hl, 
Q(x + hl ) = Qx, 
(Q-Y),” = 0 
(2.1 la) 
(2.1 lb) 
for any scalar h. The functional equations (2.5) may be rewritten as 
u = Ho - gl and, by choosing the additive constant in v such that v,~ = 0, as 
the pair 
K = (Hu)y, (2.12) 
v=Qv. (2.13) 
Equation (2.13) is a fixed-point equation involving only relative values; the 
gain rate has been eliminated. Consequently, to establish solvability of 
( 1.1 ), it suffices to establish existence of a fixed point v for Q and then 
recouer g via (2.12). 
Policies 
A (stationary) randomized policy f  is characterized by a tableau 
C.f,k 1 ,ER,kE K,I, with frk > 0 and CkG K,,,jik = 1 for each i. Here fik 3 0 
represents the probability that action k E K(i) is chosen when entering state 
i E 52. S, will denote the set of all randomized policies. S, = {f E S, 1 each 
f,k = 0 or 1 } denotes the set of all pure (nonrandomized) policies. With 
each randomized policy f  we associate an N-component reward vector q(f) 
and N x N tpm P(f), 
ke K(I) 
p(f),= 1 f,p$ i,jEQ. 
kc K(r) 
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R(f) denotes the set of recurrent states of P(f), and 
R- {iEQIiER(f)forsomefESRj 
= {iEDIiER(,f)forsomefESp} 
denotes the set of possibly-recurrent states. The last equality follows from 
[ 14, Lemma 2.21. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the communicating assumption, 
(a ) R is closed under every policy: xi, R p; = 1 for all i E R, k E K(i). 
(b) There exists a randomized policy f” such that R( f “) = R, and all 
C$ R ,forms one subchain (closed irreducible set of states) of P(f “). 
(c) Assuming also (2.9), there exists a number a, > 0 and integer 
M, d IQ/R1 such that 
,FR Cp(f’)p(.f2)~~~p(f”)l,,~-al, 
any J>M,, all iES2, allf’, f’,..., fJESP. (2.14) 
Proof: Define f” E S, by f $ > 0 for all i and k. R( f “) c R by definition 
of R. Under the communicating assumption, all states in R will com- 
municate for P(f’), hence R is either transient for P( f ‘) or else forms (part 
of) one subchain of P(f “). The former case is impossible because the 
recurrent states of P(f “) would then lie outside of R. The latter case has 
R G R( f ‘) c R, so R is one subchain of P( f O). This establishes (b) and also 
(a) since a subchain is a closed set of states. 
Part (c). The sum is unity when ie R, due to part a, so we need con- 
sider only the case where Q/R # @ and ic Q/R. Define 
C [P(f’) P(f2)...P(flnlRI 
fER 
)],litB/Randf’, f’,..., fiQ”‘tS,). 
If a, >O, (2.14) holds with M, = IQ/RI and inductively holds for any 
J> IQ/RI because R is closed for every tpm. 
The following proof by contradiction shows the case a, = 0 cannot occur. 
Since the intimum of a continuous function on a compact set is attained, 
a, = 0 implies existence of a state i E Q/R and policies f I, f 2,..., f IQIR’ E S, 
such that 
,FR Cp(f’) P(f ‘) “’ p(f’“‘R’)lit =O. (2.15) 
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Define S(O)= {i) and S(n)= jt~SZlP(f”)...P(~“),,>o} for 1 dn< 
IQ/RI. Note 
t E S(n) and P(,J”‘t’),,>OimpliesjES(n+ I), Obn< IQ/RI - 1. 
(2.16) 
Since R is closed for every policy, (2.15) implies S(n) c Q/R for 
O<n6/Q/R(. Combining (2.9) and (2.16) S(O)~S(~)ES(~)E ... c 
S( IQ/RI ) E Q/R. The IQ/RI + 1 sets S(. ) are nested and have at most IQ/RI 
elements. Therefore two of them must agree, say S(n,) = S(n,) with 
O<n, <nz< IQ/RI. Then S(n)=S(n,) for n, <rz6nz and (2.16) shows that 
policy P( .f”” + ’ ) has S(n, ) 2 Q/R as a closed set of states. This policy would 
have a subchain in S(n,) and therefore outside R, which is impossible. Ll 
For any vector .Y E E,‘, define 
defined as spun of .Y [ 1, 31. When attention is restricted to components in 
R. define 
These have the properties, for any X, y E E” and scalar h, 
0 d sp R[x] d sp[~] d 211.4 , 
spChxl= Ihl SPC-XI, 
sp[.u + yl d sp[.yl + sp[yI, 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
sp[x + hl] = sp[x], (2.19) 
if .Y,,, ~O<~S,,,, then llxll x d spC-~l, (2.20) 
Fx,,, d .~,,,a,, Exmi, 3 Xmin 2 sp[Fx] d sp[x], (2.21a) 
F[hx] = hF[.u] if h > 0, (2.21b) 
(ffx - ~Yhnax 6 (x - Y),,,, (Hx-HY)rn~nB tX-.Y)min3 
sp[Qx - Qy] = sp[Hx - Hy] d spcx - ,Vl. 
(2.21c) 
(2.22) 
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LEMMA 2.2. Under the communicating assumption and (2.9), there exists 
a constant a, 0 < a < 1, and an integer A4 < N - 1 such that 
sp[Px] <a sp[x] all XEE~, JaM. (2.23) 
Proof. It suffices to establish (2.23) for J= M and inductively handle 
the case J> A4 via sp[P’+ ’ x] Gsp[P.u]. (See (2.21a).) 
First, we show 
sp R[P -- ’ x] d (1 - aI) sp R[Ixl all IE EN, (2.24) 
where 
a, = mini [P(f”)l”+ ‘];,I i, jG R} (2.25) 
and ,f” was defined by Lemma 2.1 (b). Invoking (2.9), P(f’),, > 0 and 
I 3 a, > 0. The rightmost inequality says any two states in R communicate 
for P(,f’) in at most IRI - 1 steps. 
To establish (2.24), note that, since R is closed for any policy, 
Fxi= max 1 p:x, d xmaxR, iER, 
!% E K(i) IER 
so Fs mdx R d -ymax R and, by induction on the power, 
(FIR1 1 
-Y),axR G XmaxR. (2.26) 
Also, F.r 3 P(,f“) .Y and FIR’ ‘x 3 P(f”)IRi ~ ‘x. Since R is closed for P(f’), 
this implies 
FiRI ‘x, > 1 P(,f”)J,R’ ‘xi 
IER 
= -Y,,,i”,C( + c P(f”)]P’ ~ ’ 1 Cx,,,R - xmInR1, ic R, 
so, using (2.25), 
[FIR1 ’ 
XlminR 2xmnnR + a2 SP RCxl. 
Subtraction of (2.27) from (2.26) yields (2.24). 
(2.27) 
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If 52 = R, (2.24) establishes (2.23) with the choices M = ) R) - 1 and 
a = 1 - u2. If Q/R # Izf, we proceed by first establishing 
( FJx) mln 2 x,,, + a4(-hnR - x,,,) (2.28) 
(F’xymax < .Km;,x - $(.Y,,, - &,,R) (2.29) 
for all s E E” and all J 3 IQ/RI, where 
a,Emin 1 [P(,~‘)P(f’2).-.P(jifr~R’)],, iEQ, ./“,,f’,...,, finiR’ESp 
i itR 
(a, > 0 by Lemma 2.1 (c)) 
a3 = min C [P(j’“)l”‘R’],, > 0, 
I E I> 1tR 
ad-min[a,,a,]>O. 
It suffices to establish (2.28), (2.29) for J= (Q/R( and then inductively use 
(F-‘+ ‘.~),imn 2 (FJ.~L,,~ (I@+ ‘.K)“,~~ < (FJ.x),,, 
(see (2.21a)) for larger Ss. 
Relation (2.28) follows from F’R’R’ x 3 P(,f’“)i”, ‘lx where ,f‘” was defined 
in Lemma 2.1 (b). This implies 
F’” R’.~, 2 c [P(.f”)‘” R’],,~~mm,y + 2 [f’(.f”)‘RiR’l,,?iwn 
IER leR R 
= .K min + c Cp(.fo)‘” R’I,,kn,,R - .ym,n) 
it R 
2 -~nlm + a3(-xmlnR - -L,)~ ieQ, 
where the last inequality employed I,,, R - x,,, >, 0 and the definition of 
a3. Since u3 >a,, this is precisely (2.28) with J= IQ/RI. 
To establish (2.29), note 
F’RIR’X = P(.f’ ) P(.f2) . . . P(pR’) x 
for some f’, ,fz ,..., SIoRI, and set H = P(f”) P(f2) P(finiR’). This implies 
(F’RiR’.~), = (Px), < C P,,xmaxR + 2 P,,x,,, 
IER )ER!R 
=x,,, - L 1 c p;, (x,ax - x,axR) IER 
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where the right-most inequality employed x,,,--x~,,~ 20 and the 
definition of a,. Since a, > a4, this is precisely (2.29) with J= [Q/R]. 
To complete the proof, subtract (2.28) from (2.29) to obtain 
sp[FJxl d (1 - a4) sp[x] + u4 sp R[x], J3 IsZ/RI. 
Replace x by FIRi ~~ ’x. On the right, put sp[FIR’ ~ ‘x] d sp[x] and, using 
(2.24) 
sp R[F”+’ xl d (1 -aJ sp R[xl d (1 -02) sp[x]. 
The result is 
sp[FJ.xl d (1 - u4u*) sp[x], J> InI - 1, XEE~ 
whichproves(2.23)withM=N-I anda=l-a,a,<l. 1 
Remark. To establish this lemma, either (2.9) or related assumptions 
are required to rule out periodic subchains which could falsify the result. As 
illustration, take a 2-state example with one policy 
The communicating assumption holds with R= { 1, 2). When x= [l, 01, 
sp[F-‘x] = 1 = sp[x] for all 53 1. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
This section contains our main result, the establishment of a solution to 
( 1.1) via the Brouwer fixed-point mapping theorem. It is based upon the 
following consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Aq = qmax - qmln < CC and let assumptions (2.6), (2.7), 
(2.8), (2.9) and the communicating assumption hold. Then 
(a) sp[QJx]dJdq+asp[x], xcEN, J3A4, where M<N-1 and 
a, 0 < a -C 1, were defined in Lemma 2.2. 
(b) For each 53 M, QJ maps the nonempty, convex, closed, bounded 
set 
into itself and has a fixed point on D(J). 
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(c ) For euch J 3 M, every fixed point af’ QJ must lie in D(M). 
(d) For un)’ XEE”, { Q”x ) ,:= (, is uniformly bounded. Every cluster 
point of’ i Q”.Y f  ,:=-,, must lie in D(M). In particulur, ever~~,fi.xed point af‘Q (if 
unj’ esist) must lie in D(M). 
Proof: (a) From (2.10) 
H.r 3 q,,, 1 + Fs and H.u < qman 1 + F.Y. 
follows. Inductively, H”.Y 2 nqmln 1 + F’s and H”s < nq,;,x I + F’.Y hold for 
each /I> 1, so 
sp[Q”.~]=sp[H”.~]dndq+sp[F’.\-], n 3 0, 
where the left equality follows from Q”.Y = H”.Y - ( H’.Y), 1 and (2.19). Set 
n 3 M and use Lemma 2.2. 
(b) 0 E D(J) so D(J) is nonempt~~. D(J) is closed because the span 
operator is continuous, hounded due to (2.20) (.u E D(J) implies /I.Y~/ ~ d 
Jdq/(l -u)), and rwnves due to (2.17) (2.18). If .YE D(J), (QJ.~)w=O via 
(2.1 lb) and, using part (a), 
sp[Q~‘s]~J~q+a~p[~]~Jdq+uJdq/(l -~)=Jdqj(l -a). 
Thus Q’ maps D(J) into itself and, by the Brouwer fixed-point theorem, QJ 
has a fixed point on D(J). 
(d) Put n=tM+u for fixed u~(O,l,2 ,..., M-11 and t=l,2,3 ,..,. 
By part (a) with J= M, show by induction on t that 
sp[ Q”.Y] = sp[ Qfhl + “.Y] 
<(I +~+a’+ ... +a’ ‘)Mdq+a’sp[Q”x] 
<Mdq,‘(l -u)+sp[Q”.~] 
<Mdq/(l -a)+Mdq+sp[x]. (3.1) 
By (2.20), IIQ”sjI 7 < M dq/( 1 - u) + M dq + sp[.~] and is uniformly boun- 
ded. Letting n and t + CC in (3.1), any cluster point c of Q”x satisfies cN = 0 
and sp[c] 6 M dq/( 1 - a), hence lies in D(M). 
(c) Any fixed point c’ of QJ, for any J, is a cluster point of {Q’%}~=, 
and, by part (d), lies in D(M). 1 
THEOREM 1. (Main result). Under the same assumptions used in 
Lemma 3.1, Q has ufixed point. Therefore ( 1.1) possesses a solution { g, I’ 1 if 
the communicating assumption holds. 
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Proqf: Let CED(M) be a fixed point of Q”’ (see Lemma 3.1(b)), 
r- max sp[V- Q’5] < co, 
O<n<M - I 
D-I.uEENIXN=O,sp[x-Q”U]drforO~n~M-l} 
Then D is nonempty (since V E D), closed (since sp[. ] is continuous), boun- 
ded (since (2.20) and (2.18) show x E D satisfies 
11.~11 T 6 sp[x] 6 sp[.u- Q’5] + sp[Q”V] br + sp[Q”C] 
for each n < A4 - 1) and convex (since (2.17) and (2.18) imply that for 
xA ,xB~D, for Odhdl, and for O<n<M-1, 
sp[(l-h)xA+hxyB-Q’5] 
= sp[( 1 - !I)(.? - Q’5) + h(xB - Q’S)] 
<sp[(l -h)(P - Q’5)] -t sp[h(xB- Q’Z)] 
= ( 1 - h) sp[xA - Q’5] + h sp[MxB- Q’5] 
6(1 -b)r+hr=r). 
The proof is completed by showing that Q maps D into itself, and then 
invoking the Brouwer fixed-point mapping theorem. If XE D, then 
(Qx),,,=O via (2.11b) and for any n, 06n6M 
sp[Qx - Q”V] < sp[x - Q”- ‘V] 6 r 
via (2.22), with the understanding when n = 0 that Q -‘V = QMP ‘6. Thus 
Qx E D whenever x E D. This shows Q has a fixed point on D. 1 
COROLLARY. (a) lim,,+, Q “x exists for any x. The limit is approached 
geometrically and is a fixed point of Q. 
(b) Any ,fixed point of Q” is also a fixed point of Q, for any J> 1. 
Proqf: (a) [13] showed that if Q has a fixed point, and if every tpm 
is aperiodic, which follows from (2.9), then lim,+ vL [H”x - ngl] exists 
for any x, and [ 151 showed the limit is approached geometrically. 
These properties carry over to lim,, j 5 [ Q’x = H”x - (H”x), 1 = 
(H”.u - ngl ) - (( H”.x),~ - ngl )]. The limit is easily shown to be a fixed point 
of Q. 
(b) If V is a fixed point of QJ, then t?= QmJV, m > 1. By part a with 
x=0 and n=mJ or n=mJ+ 1, 
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Remark. Lemma 3.1 (b) shows that, for J 3 some M, QJ maps sets of 
theform W(t)={x~E”I~~:~,sp[x]~t}, t30, into themselves, so hasa 
fixed point on W’(t). In general M> 1 will occur: there need not exisf a 
finite value of f such that Q maps W(r) into itself. To illustrate this, con- 
sider a 4-state example with one policy 
, 
’ -I = 
0.5 0.5 0.0 .0 
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 
0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 
Hx = 4 + j-u, which meets conditions (2.6) (2.7) (2.8), (2.9) and the com- 
municating assumption with R = ( 1, 2, 3, 4 1, and M= 2. The particular 
choice .Y= (t, t, 0, 0)~ W’(t) has sp[.~] = t, Q.u= HY= (t+ 1, 0.25f, 0.252, 0), 
and sp[Q.x] = t + 1, so Qx$ W(r). 
Remark. The following two-state example 
E.~ample 3: 
I I 0 I 0 
1 2 -1 0.5 0.5 
2 I 0 0 1 
2 2 -2 0.5 0.5 
with every T: = I, meets the communicating assumption and (2.9) and has 
solution set g = 0, v E { (u, , ~~)l-2<~,-~~~<4).ThelixedpointsofQare 
((v,,O)i -2<r, 64). This shows that 
(i) The above assumptions do not require Q to have a unique fixed 
point. ([ 14, Remark 1 ] gives the necessary and sufficient condition n* = 1 
for Q to have a unique fixed point; [3] shows that a sufficient condition for 
Q to have a unique fixed point is that P(f) be unichained for every fE Sp, 
since then QJ is a contraction operator for every J> N). Lemma 3.1(d) 
shows that the fixed points of Q cannot be too far apart if the com- 
municating assumption holds. 
(ii) In general, neither Q nor any of its powers is a contraction 
operator (since contractions have unique fixed points), so that the existence 
of fixed points for Q cannot be established by the contraction-mapping 
approach. This distinguishes the discounted and undiscounted versions 
of MDPs. 
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4. EXTENSION TO THE CASE OF COMPACT ACTION SETS 
If the K(i) are compact rather than finite, the above theorem remains 
valid provided the following two technical assumptions are imposed: 
qf, Tf, pt are continuous in k~K(i) for each pair (i,j)~Q. (4.1) 
These assure that the maxima in (1.1) are actually achieved, since the 
supremum of a continuous function on a compact set is achieved. 
inf T’ > 0 I ) sup T; < S, (4.2) 
i.h 
sup Iqf;l < cc. 
1.k i,k 
These assure that T,,,, T,,, , q,,,, and qmax are well defined. (1.4) is 
retained intact. 
The definition of ,f” is altered as follows to avoid an infinite sum 
c ~~,,(,,.fl:= 1. F or each pair i, j~sZ such that pt>O for one or more 
k E K(i), let ,j’li > 0 for a ,fkre number of such k’s. Then ,j$ will have finite 
support and P(,fO),j > 0 whenever any pi. > 0. 
The data transformation proceeds as before, with Lj[, pt. continuous in k 
and 0 -C T -C T,,, a satisfactory finite choice. The maxima in (2.5), F and H 
are actually achieved. The communicating assumption is retained intact. S, 
remains compact. All the above lemmas and theorems remain valid with 
the same definitions of a,, a2, u3, LIP, and a. 
The existence of a solution to (1.1) with compact K(i) is thereby 
established under (1.4), (4.1), (4.2) and the communicating assumption. 
This demonstration is technically simpler than the cases examined in 
[ 10, 11, 123. This illustrates the inherent simplicity when the Brouwer 
fixed-point mapping theorem is used for existence proofs, and in particular 
the easy extension from finite to compact action spaces. 
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